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Abstract

The equilibria of a model ofan exchange economy with price rigidities are called constrained

equilibria. A simplicial algorithm is presented to compute an approximation of a set of

constrained equilibria, containing the two so-called trivial equilibria. It is ahown that

a continuum of constrained equilibria is approximated by the algorithm. Moreover, the

convergence properties of the algorithm and the accuracy of the approximate constrained

equilibria obtained by the algorithm are discusaed. Finally an example ia given as an

illustration.

Key words. Nonlinear equations, continuum of zero points, economic equilibria, sim-
plicial algorithms.
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1 Introduction

Over Lhe last two decades many important and basic existence problenis raised in economic

theory and game theory have been successfully solved by constructive approaches. Most

of the literature on this issue derives from the pioneering work of Scarf (1967), see also

Scarf (1973). Scarf introduced an algorithm based on the relationship between Sperner's

lemma and Brouwer's fixed point theorem to generate a sequence of adjacent primitive sets

in the unit simplex which terminates with an approximate fixed point or equilibrium price

vectoe of an Arrow-Debreu economic model within a finite number of iterations. Later more

efficient and sophisticated algorithms have been developed by e.g., Eaves and Saigal (1972),

Merrill (1972), and van der Laan and Talman (1979). In these algorithms a sequence of

adjacent simplices of a triangulation is generated in order to approximate a fixed point of

a continuous function.

There is a clear interaction between the developments in economic theory and game

theory on one hand and those in fixed point algorithms on the other. In Shoven and Whalley

(1992) and in Kaneko and Yamamoto (1986) simplicial fixed point algorithms are used to
compute an approximate equilibrium in a general equilibrium model with taxation and

an economic model with indiviaible commodities, respectively. By providing constructive

equilibrium existence proofs the computational approach often gives more insight into

the problems under consideration. Moreover, this approach makes it possible to actually

compute an economic equilibrium. An example of the influence of game theory on simplicial

fixed point algorithms is given by the paper of van der Laan and Talman (1982). Whereas
the algorithms developed before were suitable for a problem defined on the unit simplex or

R", in their paper an algorithm on the Cartesian product of unit simplices was developed,

which is more elegant when computing Nash equilibria of non-cooperative games.
The applications of simplicial fixed point algorithms mentioned above are in principle

based on the reformulation of a problem in such a way that the conditions of Kakutani's

fixed point theorem or of Lheorems closely related to thia fixed point theorem are satisfied.

In some n~cent work the problem of computing refinements of equilibria and computing

eyuilibria when t.h~~ cxinditions of Kakutani's fixed point thcx,rem are not satis(ied has bi.r.n

addressexl. In Brown, DeMarzo and Eaves (1993) a procedure is given to cornputc eyuilibria

in a model with incomplete markets. The equilibrium exiatence problem can be formulated

as a fixed point problem for some function, but either the domain of this function is not

convex, or Lhe function is not continuous. Using the special structure of the discontinuities

they are still able to compute an equilibrium for this model in generic cases. In Talman and

Yang (1994) and Yamamoto (1993) the problem of computing a proper Nash equilibrium

in a non-cooperative game is considered. When this problem is formulated as a fixed point

problem not all fixed points satisfy the properness condition. In order to guarantee that
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the approximated fixed point indeed corresponds to a proper Nash equilibrium the path
of poinl,s generated by the algorithm is constructed in such a way that these points satisíy
some desired properties.

In this paper we consider an exchange economy with price rigidities and quantity ra-

tioning introduced in Drèze (1975). In such an economy, the situation in which demand

equals supply is called a constrained equilibrium. We propose a simplicial algorithm with

vector labelling which starts from a trivial constrained equilibrium, generates a piecewise

linear path contained in a sequence o( adjacent simplices of varying dimension and terrni-

nates with another trivial constrained equilibrium within a finite number of iterations. We

demonstrate that every point on the path generated by the algorithm yields an approx-

imate constrained equilibrium. The algorithm differs from other simplicial algorithms in

the sensc that a whole path or set of constrained equilibria is generated. This allows the

method to find all kinds of constrained equilibria. Moreover, the excess demand is allowed

to be a correspondence instead of a function. To do this, we have to deal with specific

degeneracy problems. For some work to compute one kind of constrained equilibria given

continuous excess demand functions, we refer to van der Laan (1982) and Cornielje and

van der Laan (1986).

Thc rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model of

an exchange economy with price rigidities and rationing. In Section 3 we present the steps
of the algorithm in detail and prove the convergence of the algorithm. In Section 4 we

analyze the accuracy of the approximate solutions obtained by the algorithm and show

that a continuum of constrained equilibria is approximated. Finally, an illustration of the

algorithm can be found in Section 5.

2 A Model of an Economy with Price Rigidities

In this section a model of an exchange economy with price rigidities and a rationing sys-

tem is presented and the equilibrium existence problem for such an economy will be for-

mulated as a fixed point problem. An exchange economy with price rigidities is defined

by E-~{ X`, Y', w'};̀ 1 , P) . There are m consumers indexed by i- 1, . .., m and n

commodities indexed by j - 1, ..., n. For i- 1, ..., m, consumer i is characterized by a

consumption set X', a preference ordering ~` on X', and a vector of initial endowments w'.

The set of admissible prices is denoted by P. Since the set of admissible prices is allowed

to be restricted, a Walrasian equilíbrium price vector at which demand equals supply for

every commodity does not necessarily exist. In case of excess demands or excess supplies,

rationing can be used to obtain a situation where the excess demands on all matkets are

zero. A rationing scheme gives lower and upper bounds on the excesa demands of all
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consumers. 'I'he description of the economy is extended by a rationing system which is

described by functions l and L following Weddepohl (1987). Both ! and L have mn compo-

ncnts and d~~scribe rationing schernes for each of the consurners on their excess supplies and

on their i~xcess demands, respectively, being permitted in the econonry. For i- l, ..., m

and j - 1, ..., n cornponent ( i- 1) n f j of 1 is denoted by !~ and cornponent (i - 1) n-{- j of

L is denoted by L';. In the following, for k E N, Ik denotes the set of integers {1, ... , k} , Ck

denotes the k-dimensional unit cube, so Ck - {q E Rk ~!íj E Ik, 0 C q; C 1}, Ok denotes

the vector in Rk for which each component is equal to 0, Ik denotes the vector in Rk

for which each component is equal to 1, ek denotes the k-th unit vector in R", and Ek

denotes thc~ k x k identity matrix. In the notation ek the parameter n is omitted, since the

dimension of ek will always equal the number of commodities, n. If x, y E Rk then x~ y

meansx; ~y;, Vj Elk, x~ymeansx~yand3j Elksuchthata; ~y;,anda~y

means x; ~ y;, tlj E Ik. The set {x E Rr` ~~~ 0} is denoted by R~}. If S is a subset of

Rk then Int (S) denotes the interior of S in Rk. With respect to the economy E and the

rationing system (1, L) the following assumptions are made:

A1. For every i E I,", X' is a convex, closed, non-empty subset of R", X' C R}, and

X` f ltt C X`.

A2. For every i E Im the preference ordering r' on X' is transitive, complete, continuous,

strongly monotonic, and convex.

A3. For evety i E Im the initial endowments w' are an element of Int (X') .

A4. The set of admissible prices is equal to

P-{pER~lp;Cp;Cp;, `djEl"},

for given p, p E Rtt where ~; C p;, for all j E I".

A5. The function (l, L) : C" --~ -Rtn X Rt" specifying the rationing system is continuous

on C" and satisfies for every i E Im, J E I", and q E C",

l';(q)-l'~(r), ifrEC"andq;-r;, L';(q)-L~(r), ifrEC"andq;-r;,

h(4) - 0, if 9i - 0, L~ (4) ~~n~; w~ , if q; G 3,

~~ (q) C-w~, if 9i ~ 3, L~ ( 9) - 0, if q; - 1.

As has been shown in Debreu (1959) Assumptiona A1 and A2 imply that it is possible

to represent the preferences of consumer i E Im by a continuous utility function u' from

X' into R. The rationing scheme (l, L) E-R~" x R}" is permitted in the economy if

there exists q E C" such that (l, L) -(l(q), L(q)). The constrained budget set of conaumer
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i E Im at price p E P and his individual rationing scheme (l`, L`) E -R} x R~, is denoted
by B'(p, l', 1,') and given by

B'(P,C,L')-{x'EX'Ip.x'Gp.w`, !'Gx'-w' G L'}.

'I'he demand of consumer i E Im at price p E P and his individual rationing scheme

(li, Li) E -Rt x Rt, is denoted by ói(p, li, Li) and given by

ó'(P,1', L') - S x' E B' ~p, C, L') u'(x') - max u'(y`)1 .
l y'EB'(D.~'.L')

'the following definition of a constrained equilibrium is similar to the one given in Drèze

(1975 ).

Definition 2.1 (Constrained Equilibrium)
A constmined equiliórYUm oj the economy E-({Xi,~i,wi};"1iP) with mtioning system
(l, L) is an element ( x't, ..., x'm, l', L', p') oj the set jj;" t Xi x-R~" x R~" x P such
that

1. `di E I,,, : x" E ó' (p',l", L") ;

m .i m i n,2. ~i-1 x - ~i-t w - ~ ,

3. Vj E In : P~ G Pi implies L~i 1 x~`-w), Vi E I,,,, and p~ ~~~ implies l~i G x~`-w}, `di E Im;

4. 3q' E C" such that (!',L') -(!(q'),L(q')).

Define components j E In of the function p: C" -~ P by

Pi(4)-max{p~,min{(2-39i)P~f(3qi-1)Pi~Pi}}, d4EC".

It can be shown, like in Herings (1992), that if only prices and rationing schemes are

considered which are in the image set of the function (p, l, L) : Cn ~ P x -R~" x R~"
then all constrained equilibria satisfying Definition 2.1 are obtained. Define the excess
demand correspondence ~: C" ~ R" by

m m

~ (9) - ~ ó~ ~P (q) , l` (9) , L` (9)~ - ~{w'}, `dq E C".
i-1 i-t

Then it holds that all zero points of ~ correspond with constrained equilibria and vice

versa. More precisely, when 0" E~(q') for some q' E C" then there exiats an x" E

ó'(p(q'), !'(q'), L'(q')) for every i E Im such that (x't , ... , x'm, l(q'), L(q'), p(q')) is a con-

strained equilibrium. For every j E I" the variable q~ E[0,1~ determines the state of market

j. In case 0 G q~ G 3 there ia no binding demand rationing on market j and p~(q') - p~.
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When 3 c q~ C 3 there is no binding rationing on market j and p~ G p~(q') C p~. When

3 C q~ C 1 there is no binding aupply rationing on market j and p~(q`) - p~. Using the

results in Herings ( 1992) the following theorem can be shown.

Theorem 2.2
Let be given the economy E-({X', Y', w'};~r , P) with rationing system ( 1, L) and let the
Assumptions A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 be satisfeed. Then the correspondence ~: C" ~ R"

satisfies the following conditions:

l. ~ is a non empty-valued, convex-valued, upper semi-continuous correspondence such

that UqE~..~(q) is bounded;

2. b~q E C", b~z E~(q) , t1j E I", z~ 1 0 if 4i - o;

3. t1qEC", t1zE~(4), HjEI", z~GUéf9i-li

4. VqEC", tJzE[;(4), p(q)'z-0.

Using Cor~ditions 2 and 4 it is not difí~icult to show that q- 0" corresponds with a

constrained equilibrium where all the excess supply is rationed. From Conditions 3 and

4 it is easily seen that q- 1" corresponds with a constrained equilibrium where all the

excess demand is rationed. In the following section an algorithm is presented which yields

a piecewise linear path of pointa in C" with end points 0" and 1" such that every point

on the path corresponds with an approximate constrained equilibrium. This result will be

used to show that there exists a continuum of pointa q in C" containing 0" and 1" and

satisfying 0" E ~(q).

3 The Algorithm

In this section we introduce a simplicial variable dimension algorithm which will be used

to approximate and prove the existence of a continuum of constrained equilibria. More

generally, the algorithm can be used to compute a set of zero points for any correspondence

~: C" -~ R" satisiying the following condition.

Condition B The correspondence ~: C" -~ R" satisfies:

1. ~ is a non empty-valued, convex-valued, upper semi-continuous correspondence
such that UoE~..~(q) is bounded;

2. b'q E C", 3z E~(q) such that for every j E 1" with q~ - 0, z~ ? 0, and for
every j E I" with q~ - I, z~ G 0;
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3. dq E C", b'z E~(q), 3p E R~t such that p. z- 0.

Notice that by Theorem 2.2 the excess demand correspondence of an economy with price

rigidities satisfies Condition B. More precisely, Condition B.1 is the same as Property 1

of Theorem 2.2, Condition B.2 is weaker than Properties 2 and 3 of Theorem 2.2, and

Condition B.3 is weaker than Property 4 of Theorem 2.2.

Some preliminaries are given first. A vector s E R" of which each component is -1, 0,

or fl is called a sign vector. For a sign vector s E R" define the sets I-(s) - {j E I" ~

s, i-1 }, lo(s) - {j E I" ~ s~ - 0}, and It(s) - {j E I" ~ s~ -~1}. Moreover, the subset

A(s) of C" is defined by

A(s) -{x E C" ~ x~ - 0 if s~ -~-1, x~ - 1 if s~ --1}.

It is easy to see that the dimension of A(s) is equal to ~lo(s)~. Moreover, if ~Io(s)~ - t then

there exists a sequence i; G.-- G i;-~ such that I-(s) U It(s) -{i;, ... , i;'~}. Notice

that the set A(0") equals the set C".

For given t E N, a t-dimensional simplex or t-simplex, denoted by Q, is defined as

Lhe convex hull oC t f 1 affinely independent points xt, ..., xt}1 of R". We usually

write o - o(x~, ..., x`tl ) and call x~, ..., xttr the vertices of o. A(t - 1)-simplex be-

ing the convex hull of t vertices of o(xr, .. ., x~}r) is said to be a facet of v. The facet

r(x',... ,x`-', x'tr, ..,x~t~) is called the facet of a t-simplex a opposite to the vertex x`.

For k, 0 G k G t, a k-simplex being the convex hull of k f 1 vertices of v is said to

be a k-face or face of a. A finite collection 7 of n-simplices is a simplicíal subdivision or

triangulation of C" if

1. C" is the union of all simplices in T;

2. the intersection of any two simplices in T is either empty or a common face of both.

It can be shown that for any sign vector s the collection of t-faces of the simplices in T

lying in the set A(s) induces a triangulation of A(s). Since T is finite and C" is compact,

each facet r of a t-simplex o E A(s) either lies in the relative boundary of A(s) and is

only a facet of o or is a facet of exactly one other t-simplex in A(s). The mesh size of

a triangulation T of C" is defined by mesh(T) - max{~~x - y~~~ ~ x,y E~, o E T}.

An example of a triangulation of C" having an arbitrarily chosen mesh size and that can

easily be implemented is the K-triangulation proposed in Freudenthal (1942) and will be

described in Section 5.

Let ~: C" -~ R" be a correspondence satisfying Condition B. A function Z: C" ~ R"

is called a piecewise linear approximation of ~ with respect to a given triangulation T of

C" if for each vertex x oí any o E T, Z(x) E~(x) and Z is affine on each simplex of T.
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Moreover, in the following Z will be chosen such that the following boundary condition is

satisfied.

Condition C Let T be a triangulation of C". 1'he piecewise linear approximation Z:

C" ~ li" o( ~ with respect to T is such that for each vertex x in the triangulation

TitholdsthatZ~(x)~Oifx~-0,andZ~(x)COifx~-1.

Notice that it is always possible to let a piecewise linear approximation Z of ~ with respect
to a triangulation T of C" satisfy Condition C if ~ satisfies Condition B.

Let o(x',...,x`}r) be a t-simplex in C" and let s be a sign vector with ~Io(s)~ - t.

Consider solutions (a~,...,at}1,W~,...,W"-i,p) E R"}~ of the following system of equa-

tions:
`t` ( 1 -` ( 0 0 1
~ ~i I Z(x~) ~ t ~ l~i 1 s.~e'é ) } ~ ( -1" ) - 0" (1)

If a~ 1 0, `dj E I~~r, `and p~ ? 0, dj E I"`-~, then (ar, ..., aitr, pr, ...,~"-t, (3) is called an

admissible solution to (1). For an admissible solution to (1) corresponding with a simplex

o(xl, ,x`}r) in A(s) it holds that 0 c Z~(q) G Q if q~ - 0, Z~(q) -~i if 0 G q~ G 1, and

0? Z~(g) 1 Q if q~ - 1, where q-~~}i a~x~ E o. As will be shown in the next section if

mesh(T) is small enough then Q will be close to zero. However, despite of Condition B.3

it is impossible to guarantee that ~- 0 and so Z(q) - 0". This is caused by the fact that

Condition B.3 is not necessarily satisfied for a piecewise linear approximation Z of ~. Next

it will be shown that there exists a piecewise linear path in C" from 0" to 1" such that for

every poinL q on the path there is a sign vector s, a t-simplex v(x`,... ,x`tr) in A(s) with

t- ~Io(s)~, and an admissible solution (~r,...,at}1,l~1,...,p"-i,Q) to the system in (1),

satisfying ~~}~ ~~x~ - q. In the next section it will be shown that any point q on the path

indeed corresponds to an approximate zero point of ~.

In order to prove the existence of the piecewise linear path with the given properties,

no non-degeneracy assumptions will be made. The proof is inspired by Todd (1976) and

Wright (1981), where algorithms are presented to compute a zero point of a correspondence

f: R" -~ R". In their work lexicographic pivot rules are used in order to circumvent

degeneracy. Notice that an admissible solution to (1) is said to be degenerate if at least

two of the variables a„ j E Ii}r, and p„ j E I"-s, equal zero. For any piecewise linear

approximation Z satisfying condition C of a correspondence ~ satisfying condition B with

respect to any triangulation T of C" it holds that Z(0") - 0" and Z(1") - 0". Hence

~r - 1, ~~ - 0, dj E I", and Q- 0 is a degenerate admissible solution to (1) corresponding

with the 0-simplex o(0") and any sign vector s with ~lo(s)~ - 0. A similar completely

degenerate admissible solution exists corresponding with the 0-simplex v(1"). So the usual

non-degeneracy assumption that there exist no degenerate admissible solutions makes no

sense for the problem under consideration. A row vector x E R" is lexicographically
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positivc if x~ 0"T and its first nonzero entry is positive. A matrix A is semi-lexicopositive
if each except possibly the last row is lexicographically positive.

For a(t-1)-simplex r(xr, ..., x`) and a sign vector s with ~Io(s)~ - t, the (n-}-1) x(nf 1)

matrix A,,, is defined by

1 1 0 0 0

( Z(x`) ... Z(x`) s,ee'~ .. . s ~-~e`a-~ -ln

Definition 3.1
Let r be a(t - 1)-simplex of C" and let s be a sign vector vrith ~lo(s)~ - t. Then r is

s-complete ij A; r exists and is semi-lexicoposítive.

The first column of A;; corresponds with an admissible solution to (1) for a t-simplex e'

bcing the convex hull of r and some vertex x`}r E C", and where ~t}r - 0. We wíll now

construct a finite sequence of simplices starting with the simplex {0" } and terminating with

the simplex {1"} satisfying that fot every (t - 1)-simplex r in the sequence there exists a

sign vector s with t- ~lo(s)~ such that r is an s-complete simplex in A(s). Moreover, any

two subsequent simplices in the sequence either are facets of the same simplex or one is

a facet of the other. We first show that r(0") and r(1") are each s-complete simplices in

A(s) with respect to some unique sign vector s with ~lo(s)~ - 1.

Lemma 3.2
Let the sign vector s E R" be such that s~ --~1, t1j E I„-I, and s„ - 0. Then the 0-simplex

r(0") is an s-complete simplex in A(s) but is not an s-complete simplex ín A(s") Jor any

other sign vector s` E R".

Proof
Suppose that r(0") is s`-complete simplex ín A(s). Condition B.3 and Condition C imply

that Z(0") - 0". Since r is 0-dimensional and r lies in A(s) it has to hold that ~Io(s)~ - 1
and I-(s) - 0. Then A;,, is given by

- ~ 1 0 0 0 ~
A''' 0" e'~ e'j-' -1"

,

wherc i; G i; G.~. G i;-'. Define i; - 0 and i; - n f 1. Let j be the unique element in

the set I„ `It(s) and let k E 1„ be such that i;-1 G j G i;. Then

Ag,; - I ~n
0 0 0 0 0e~i ... e j-, -ln e~j-1 ... e~y-,-r

It is clear that this matrix is semi-lexicopositive if and only if k- n. (,~.E.D.
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Lemma 3.3
Let the sign vector s E R" 6e such that sl - 0 and s~ - -1, !Ij E I„ `{1}. Then the

0-simplex r(1") is an s-complete simplex in A(s) but is not an s-complete simplex in A(s)

for any other sign vector s.

Proof

Suppose that r(1") is an s-complete simplex in A(é). Condition B.3 and Condition C imply

that Z(1") - 0". Since r is 0-dimensional and since r lies in A(s) it holds that lo(s) - 1

and It(s) -~. Hence A;,r is given by

~ 1 0
A;~r - ~„ -e;~

3

0 0 ~
-ets-i -ln

where i; G i; G... G i"--1. Define io - 0 and t," - n-~ 1. Let j be the unique element in
t}le set I„`I-(s`) and let k E I„ be such that f;-' G j G i;. Then it is easily verified that

A;,; -
1 0 0 0 0

0" -e''

...
-e~4-1 1"-' -etk-ia s -1 ~

Clearly, this matrix is semi-lexicopositive if and only if k- 1.

0 ~
Q.E.D.

The following lemma is well-known in linear programming theory, see for example Murty

(1983, p. 232). It will be very useful in proving Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6.

Lemma 3.4
Let A-(A,,...,A.,,}1) 6e a regular (n -}- 1) x(n f 1) matrix and let x E R"}l. Let

k E Ii}1 and let Á-(A.1, ..., A.k-,, x, A.k~,, ..., A.,,~, ). Then either (A-'x)k - 0 and A

is singular, or (A-lx)k ~ 0 and

Á-' -

(A-1)1. - ÍA-lr)R(A-')k-

A-'r(A-')k-,. - I~~J-(A-')k.

~A-'r). (A-~ )k'i
(A-~)kfL - ( A- r)kl (`4-1)k-

(A-`) tt. - A 'r ~ i (A-1)k,
n (A- r)k

The next lemma describes the cases that can occur when a t-simplex o in A(s) has at least
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one s-complete facet r and a lexicographic pivot rule to A,,, is performed when the column

to be added corresponds to the vertex of v opposite r.

Lemma 3.5

l,et o be a t-simplex of A(s) where s is a sign vector with t zero components. If o has an

s-complete facet r, then exactly one of the jollowing cases holds:

1. The simplex Q is an s-complete simplez in A(s) for precisely one sign vector s with

~Io(s)~ - t} 1 and no faeets of o other than r are s-complete;

2. The simplex o has exactly one other s-complete facet T and o- is not an s-complete

simplex in A(s) for any sign vector s with ~lo(s)~ - t~ 1.

Proof

Let x`}` be the vertex of a not contained in r, and let y - A;;(1,Z(x`t')T)T Since

A„A;; - L;"t' it holds that ~;-~(A.,;),i - 1 and ~~-1(A,,;);i - 0, b'7 E I„tl `{1}.

Siippose that the first n components of y are non-positive. Then 0~(1`T,On-`}'T)y -

(I`T,On-`t'T)A;;(1,Z(x:fi)r)r -(1,0"T)(1,Z(xstl)r)T - 1. This is a contradiction. So

it is possible to choose k E I„ such that vk (A; r)k. is minimal according to the lexicographic

ordering over all row vectors y~ (A;,'r)i. for which yi ~ 0 and j E I,,. It is clear that k is

uniquely determined, since otherwise A;,; would be singular. Now it holds that either

kEl„`liorkE li.

lf k E I„ `Ii then let s~~-~ - 0, and s`~ - s~ for j E I„ `{i;-`}. Clearly a C A(s) and

~lo(s)~ - 1 equals the dimension of a. The matrix A;,a is obtained by replacing column k

of A,,, by the vector (1, Z(x`t')T)r and interchanging columns t~ 1 and k. Using Lemma

3.4 A;,ó is semi-lexicopositive. So o is an s'-complete t-simplex in A(s").
If k E li then let T be the facet of o whose vertices aze the vertices of o opposite the vertex

xk. ilsing I,eenma 3.4 and the choice of k it follows that A,,; is semi-lexicopositive. and

hence T is an s-complete simplex in A(s).

]t follows directly from Lemma 3.4 that if some column j E I„ of A,,, other than column

k is replaced, then the inverse of the new matrix is not semi-lexicopositive.

Q.E.D.

The next lemma gives the cases that can occur when an s-complete (t - 1)-simplex r in

A(s) lies in a(t-1)-dimensional set A(s) and a lexicographic pivot rule to A,,, is performed

when the column to be added is equal to (O,skekT)T for the unique element k in the set

(I-(s") U It(s`)) `(I-(s) U It(s)).
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Lemma 3.6
Let r 6e an s-complete ( t - 1)-simplex of A(s) where s is a sign vector with t zero compo-

nents. Suppose that r lies in A(s') where s has t- 1 zero components. Then exactly one of

the following cases holds:

l. Titc sintplex r is equal to {0"} or equal to {1"};

.~. The simplex r is an s-complete simplex in A(s) for precisely one sign vector s~ s

with ~lo(s}~ - t and r has no s-complete facets;

3. Precisely one facet of r is s-complete and r is not an s-complete simplex in A(s) for

any sign vector s~ s.

Proof

For somc unique index k E In, sk - 0 and s`k ~ 0. Let y- A;'r(O,skekT)T. Exactly one of

the following three possibilities occurs: (i) sk -~-1 and yj G 0, b'j E In; (ii) s`k --1 and

yj G 0, `dj E 1n; (iii) 3j E In such that yj 1 0.

If sk -.}I and yj G 0, tJj E In, then since A,,,y -(O,skekT)T we have y~ -"' - yt - 0.

So 1-~~t~ ( A,,,)k~i,jyi -~~}iti(A,,,)ktt,jyj --yntl, where for the last equality it is

used that sk - 0. Hence yn}i --1 and consequently

~n ` n-t
[r l`Qa.r)~jyj - L~ 9~~e,,yttj -( ~~ ekT}T -(0~ InT)T'

j-t}1 j-1

Therefore t- I and s~á -~-l, !1j E In-t. So s-~I" and therefore r-{0"}.

If sk --1 and yj G 0, Nj E In, then again yl -"' - yt - 0. So -1 -~~1}7(A,,T)kfi,jyj -
-yn~~, and hence yn}1 - I. Consequently

n -t
t~ nT T kT T

~ (A,,r).jyi - ~ s ;e ~TJt}i - ( ~~ I ) - (~~ e ) '
j-t}1 j-t

Therefore t- I and s~~ --I, tlj E In-t. So s" --I" and therefore r-{1"}.

If there exists some j E In such that yj ~ 0 then it is possible to choose k E In as in the

proof of Lemma 3.5. Again, either k E In `It or k E It.

If k E In `It, let 3k - Sk, s~~-~ - 0, and sj - s"j, t1j E In `{i;-t,k}, and conaider Aa,T.

Using Lemma 3.4, the choice of k guarantees that A;.r is semi-lexicopositive and therefore

r is s-complete in A(s).
If k E It, let r' be the facet of r opposite to the vertex xk. By Lemma 3.4 and the choice

oí k, A;;, is semi-lexicopositive and hence r' is s-complete in A(s).

It follows directly from Lemma 3.4 that if some column j E In of A,,, other than column

k is replaced, the inverse of the new matrix is not semi-lexicopositive.
Q.E.D.
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An st-complete simplex r' in A(s' ) and an s~-complete simplex r~ in A(s2) are said to be

adjacent complete simplices if s' - s2 - s and r' and r~ are both facets of a simplex o in

A(s), or if r' is a facet of r~ and r2 is a simplex in A(s'), or if r~ is a facet of rl and rl

is a simplex in A(sZ). Using the lemmas above it can be shown that there exists a finite

sequence of adjacent complete simplices connecting the simplices {0"} and {1"}.

Theorem 3.7
Let T 6e a triangulation of C", let (: C" --~ R" satisfy Condition B, and let Z: Cn --~ R"

be a piecewise linear approximation of ~ wíth respect to T which is chosen such that it

satisfies Condition C. Let r be an s-complete simplex in A(s), which is a face of a simplex

in 7. If r-{0"} or r-{1"} then there exists exactly one adjacent complete simplex to

r, being a face of a simplex in T. Otherwise r has exactly two adjacent complete simplices,

which are faces of simplices in T. Moreover, them, exists a finite sequencc of simplices

ro,...,rM such that ro -{0"}, rM -{1"}, rk-1 and rk are adjacent complete simplices,

nnd rk is a face of a simplex in T, !1k E I'y.

Proof

By Lemma 3.2, r-{0"} is an s-complete simplex in A(s) if and only if s- so where

so -(tl"-'T, 0)T. Since T is a triangulation and {0"} is a facet in the boundary of A(so),

there is a unique 1-simplex ~ in A(so) such that {0"} is a facet of Q. By Lemma 3.5 either

v is an s-complete simplex in A(s) for some sign vector s` with ~lo(s)~ - 2 and has no other

so-complete facets, or o has exactly one other so-complete facet and is not an s-complete

simplex in A(s) for any sign vector s. Hence there exists exactly one adjacent complete

simplex to {0"}. The argument for r-{1"} is similar.

Now let r be an s-complete (t - 1)-simplex in A(s) for some sign vector s where r is not

equal to {0"} or {1"}. There are two possibilities, either r lies in the relative boundary of

A(s) or r lies in the relative interior of A(s).
If r lies in the relative boundary of A(s) then, by the properties of a triangulation, there is

a unique t-simplex a in A(s) having r as a facet. By Lemma 3.5 either o is s'-complete in

A(s') for precisely one sign vector s' and has no other s-complete facets, or o has exactly

one other s-cornplete facet. 'I'his yields one adjacent complete simplex to r. Since r lies in

the relative boundary of A(s), r lies in A(s) for a unique sign vector s" with ~Io(s)~ - t-1.

By Lemma 3.6 either r is s-complete in A(s) for a unique sign vector s~ s with ~Io(s)~ - t

and has no s-complete facets, or r has exactly one s-complete facet. In the latter case we

are done. In the former case we use the fact that r is in the relative boundary of A(s) and

hence there is exactly one simplex v in A(s) having r as a facet. Applying Lemma 3.5

again yields that either á is an s-complete simplex in A(3) and has no other s-complete

facets, or á has exactly one other s-complete facet. This shows that r has exactly two

adjacent complete simplices.
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If r lies in the relative interior of A(s) then by the properties of a triangulation, it holds
that r is a facet of exactly two simplices in A(s). Applying Lemma 3.5 twice shows that r

has exactly two adjacent complete simplices.
Now let ro -{0"}. Let rl be the unique adjacent complete simplex to ro. Given rk for
some k 1 1 which is not equal to {1"} there exists a unique adjacent complete simplex rk}1

which is not equal to rk"r. Now the "door-in door-out" argument of Lemke and Howson
(1964) excludes cycling and the finiteness of the number of faces of the simplices in the
triangulation T yields that in a finite number of steps, say M, the simplex rM must be
equal to { 1"}. This simplex has no other adjacent complete simplex but rM-1

Q.E.D.

We summarize the results above by rernarking that it is posaible to generate the simplices

ro, ..., rM given in Theorem 3.7 by the following algorithm.

Algorithm

Step 0. I.et i- O,t - l,xt - 0",r` - r(xl),s - (-}1"-1T,0)T, and let x~tl be the unique

vertex of the simplex in A(s) containing ra as a facet opposite to it.

Step 1. Let o be equal to the convex hull of x'tl and r`. Pivot (0, Z(xrtr)T)T lexicograph-

ically into the linear system corresponding with A,,,: yielding as described in Lemma

3.5 a unique column k E I" of A,,,: which has to be replaced. If k E 1„ `It then go

to Step 3 with j' - i;-~.

Step 2. Set i- i~ 1 and let r' be the facet of o opposite the vertex xk. If r' -{1"} then

the algorithm terminates. If r' lies in A(s) for some s with t- 1 zero components

then go to Step 4. Otherwise there is exactly one simplex ó in A(s) such that á~ o

ancl r' is a facet of ó. Go to Step 1 with x'tr as the unique vertex in Q opposite to

thc f-~cet r`.

Step 3. Define s by s~~ - 0 and s~ - s„ Vj E I" `{j'}. There is a unique simplex ó in

A(s) having a as a facet. Set i - i t 1, t- t-}- 1, and go to Step 1 with x~t' as the

unique vertex in á opposite to o, s- s, and r' - o.

Step 4. Let o be equal to r'. Pivot ( O,skekT)T lexicographically into the linear system

determined by A,,,: where k E I" is chosen such that sk - 0 and s,t ~ 0. By Lemma

3.6 there is a unique column k E I„ of A,,,. which has to be replaced. If k E I" `Is

then go to Step 3 with j' - i;-~, s - s, t- t- 1, and i - i- 1. Otherwise go to Step

2withs-sandt-t-1.
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It is worthwile to mention that it is also possible to start the algorithm with the simplex

{1"} and terminate with the simplex {0"}. In Theorem 3.8 it is shown that the sequence of

adjacent simplices generated by the algorithm yields a piecewise linear path of points in C"

connecting 0" and 1" such that for every point x on the path it holds that 0 G Z;(x) G Q

ifx;-0, 'I,;(x)-~iifOGx;Gl,andO~Z;(x)~Qifx;-1. -

Theorem 3.8

Let T be a triangulation of C" and let the correspondence ~: C" -. R" satisfy Condátion

B. Let Z: Cn --~ R" be a piecewise linear appmximation of ~ with respect to T satisfying
Condition C. Then there exists a continuous, piecewise linear function f: [0, 1] --~ C"
satisfying f(0) - 0", f(1) - 1", and b~r E [0,1] it holds that for some ,Q E R

0 G Z;(f(r)) C A if f;(r) - 0,

Zi(!(r)) - Q ~f 0 G fi(r) G 1~
0~ Z;(f(r)) ~~ if f;(r) - 1.

Proof

Consider all different pairs of sign vectors and simplices ( so, ro), . .. ,(sM~, rM~) subsequently

generated by Lhe algorithm, satisfying rk is sk-complete in A(sk), b'k E{0} U l,y~, and let

tk - ~l~(sk)~. Notice that M' ~ M, where M is as in Theorem 3.7, with M' 1 M only

if Case 2 of Lemma 3.6, which corresponds with the firat case in Step 4 of the algorithm,

occura duriiig the algorithm. Clearly, Aák~rk is semi-lexicopositive for every k E{0} U I~y~.

Consequently ~~tl (Ask Tk).;(As,y Tk)j1 -(1,0"T)T, or equivalently

~(A.k~rk)ii ~ Z(x;) ~ f ~ (A.kl,k)skti,l
`i-i

s o~l ~ f(Ask1Tk)nt1,1 I On ~-~ On ~~
~, `

where ( Aák~rk);r ? 0, tJj E 1,,. Define yk -~~k~(Aákl,k);lxi and define f: [0,1] -. C" by

Í(r) -(1 - M'r t ~M'r~)ylM~'~ -f (M'r - ~M~r~)yla~
rlti, t~r E[0,1],

where for x E R, [x~ denotes the greatest integer which is less than or equal to x, and yM~t'

is an arbitrary vector in R". This function j satisfies the requirements of the theorem. To

verify this, remark that for every k E I~y~, A,k-~,,k-~ and A'k .rk have n columns in common.

Let Bkk-1 p k-] be the (n -~ 1) x(n ~ 2) matrix which contains all the columns of A,k-~,,k-~

and A,k,rk, `dk E Iiy~. The matrix Bjk-,,,k-~ yields the system as in (1) for a simplex

ok-~ which is the convex hull of rk-~ and rk and a sign vector 9k-~ which is such that

Í-(9k-~) -!-(9k-~) U!-(9k) aIId !}(Sk-~) -!t(3k-1) U !}(9k). lt is easily verified that

ak-1 is a simplex in A(sk-1). The first columns of both A~,1 ,,k-, and Asklrk extended with

a zero component, yield admissible solutions to the syatem in (1) induced by Bfk-~,,k-~.
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Finally it has to be remarked that if y, y E R"}Z both are admissible solutions to the syatem
Ba.-, o.-, y - ( 1, 0"T )T then ay ~- ( 1 - a)y is also an admissible solution for every a E[0, 1].
Since for every k E liy~ the simplex ok-r lies in A(sk-r) it follows from (1) that for every
r E[0,1] it holds that 0 G Z;(f(r)) G Q i{ j;(r) - 0, Z;(f(r)) - Q if 0 G f;(r) G 1, and
0~ Z;(j(r)) ? R if f~(r) - 1.

Q.E.D.

4 Accuracy Analysis

First it will be argued that the points lying on the path given in Theorem 3.8 indeed all

cortespond to approximate zero points. To show this, a sequence of triangulations T' with

mesh size converging to zero is taken. This yields according to Theorem 3.8 for every r E N

a continuous piecewise linear function f' :[0, 1] ~ C" with image set f'([0,1]) connecting

0" and 1". It will be shown that if q' is an arbitrary point in f'([0,1]) and the sequence

(q'),EN c~onverges to q then 0" E ~(q). It should be re.marked that by the compactness of

C" every sequence of points in C" has a converging subsequence. From this one obtains

that for e~ 0 there exists an R E N such that for all r 1 R it holds that q' E f'([0,1])

implies ]]Z'(q')]~~ G e, or equivalently maxQ.E~.IIo~I~I ~~Z'(q')]~oo ~ 0, where Z' : C" -r R"

is the piecewise linear approximation of ~ with respect to T'. Finally it will be shown that

there is a continuum of zero points of ~ being approximated.

Theorem 4.1
I,et ~: C" -a R" be a correspondence satisfying Condition B. For r E N let T' be a

triangulation ojC" with mesh size smaller than r, and let Z' : C" -. R" 6e a piecewise

linear approximation of ~ with respect to T', satisfying Condition C. Let ( q')rEN be an

arbitrary convergent sequence of points in C" with limit q' such that q' E f'([0, 1]), whene

j' corresponds with the funetion f oj Theorem 3.8 for the piecewíse linear approximation

Z'. Then 0" E t'(q').

Proof

Let (a~, .. ,, a;,~r, x'`, ..., x"}l~, zl~, ..., z"tr~ ).EN be a sequence of points in jj"11 [0, 1] x

"tr C" x n}1 R" satisf in "}1 a' - 1 a xl`, . x"tl` is a sim lex of T' -nt-r n~-i Y g ~;-r ~ , ( . , ) P , 9' -
~"}1 ~'x~` and z~` - Z'(x~~). Notice that it may happen that J~~ - 0 for some j E I"~l. By;-i ~ ,
definition, Z'(q') -~~}i a~z}~. Define z' - Z'(q'), then z' -~'1" -~iE{kEl"1q;-o} l~je~ t

`JE{kEln~9j,-1} ~jC~, where p~ 1(f, dj E{k E I" ~ 9k - O Or 9k - 1}. Smce UqEC"~(9) la

bounded, the sequence given above remaina in a compact set, and without loss of generality

it can be assumed to converge to an element (a' a" x`1 x'"tl z~l z-"tl)1,..., "tr, ,..., , , ,

Define z' -~~tl a~z`}. Clearly it holds that z' -a z'. Since for every r E N the mesh size
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of T' is smaller than '- it holds for every j E I"t~ that x"~ - q'. Using that ~ is upper

semi-continuous and UQE~"~(q) is bounded this implies that for every j E I"~r, z'~ E~(q').

Since ~ is convex-valued, ~~}1 ~~ - 1, and a~ ? 0, t1j E I"tr, it holds that z' E~(q').

If there is a subsequence (qr'),EN of (q'),EN such that for every s E N, 0 G q~' G 1, b'j E I",

then z -~i'' 1", and therefore x~ - z~,, Vj, j' E I". Since z' E~(q') there is some p E Rtt

such that p. z' - 0. Consequently z' - 0". If there is not such a subsequence, then there

exists a subsequence (q''),EN of (q'),Ep such that for some k E In, t1s E N, qk - 0, or

for some k E I", ds E N, qk' - 1. In the first case, using that Z' satisfies Condition C;

it holds that 0 C zk' G~3'' and therefore 0" G z'', Hs E N. This implies that z' ~ 0". In

the second case, using again that Zr satisfies Condition C, it holds that 0 7 zk' 1~' and

therefore 0" ? z'. In both cases the existence of a p E Rt} such that p. z' - 0 implies

t,hat z' - 0".

Q.E.D.

From Theorem 4.1 the next result immediately follows.

Corollary 4.2
I,rt (: C" -~ R" 6r. a correspondence satisfying Condition B. For r E N let Tr be a

lriangslation oJC" with mesh size smaller than r, and let Z' : C" -~ R" be a piecewise

linear approximation of ~ with respect to T', satisfying Condition C. Then for any e~ 0

there exists an R E N such that for every r 1 R it holds that qr E f'([0,1J) implies

~~Z'(q')~~~ G e.

Proof

Suppose a sequence ( q`, Z'(qr)).EN exists with q' E fT ( [0,1]) and ~~Z'(q')~~~ ~ E for every

r E N. Since C" is compact and UoE~"~(q) is bounded there exists a converging subsequence

(9r~,Zr~(9T~))sEN~ with limit say (q',z'), where ~~z'~~,o 1 e~ 0. As in the proof of Theorem

4.1 it can be shown that z' - 0", yielding a contradiction.

Q.E.D.

Using Theorem 4.1 it is easily shown that there exiets a continuum of points q E C" such

that 0" E S(q). Intuitively, a continuum is a set having the same "number" of elements

as the unit interval (0,1). We will make this statement more rigorous. Two sets S and

T are said to be equivalent, denoted by S~ T, if there exiats a function g: S-i T, not

necessarily continuous, which is bijective. Now a continuum is a set equivalent to the unit

interval (0,1). It can be shown that the unit cube Ck is a continuum for every k E N, see

for example Williamson ( 1962, p.5). In order to show that a particular set is a continuum

the following theorem, e.g. shown in Williamson (1962, p.5), is very uaeful.
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Theorem 4.3 (Bernatein)
Let 6e given the sets S', S~, and S3. !J S' C S2 C S3 and S' ~ S3 then S~ ~ S3.

Consider again a sequence oí triangulations (Tr)rEN of C" with mesh size converging to

zero, let Zr be a piecewise linear approximation oí ~ with respect to Tr, and let the function

Jr be given as in Theorem 3.8. Moreover, let some constant a E[0,1] be given. Since j'

is a continuous function, fr(0) - 0", and f'(1) - 1", there exists a t' E[0, 1] such that

f~ (tr) - rY. Now define the sequence (q')rEN by q' - f'(t'). Without loss of generality it

can be assumed tliat q' -~ q, for some q E C". By Theorem 4.1 it holds that 0" E ~(q).

Clearly q~ -~. Hence for every a E (0, 1] there exists a vector qa E C" such that qi - a

and 0" E [,(qa). Since {qa E C" ~ a E[0, 1]} C {q E C" ~ 0" E~(q)} C C" and both the

first and la.gt set is a continuum our statement is shown using Theorem 4.3.

Now consider again the case where the correspondence ~ is the excess demand cor-

respondence of an economy with price rigidities E- ({X', ~', w'}m l, P) and rationing

system (l, L). If p~ - pl - 1 we obtain the model of Drèze (1975) where commodity 1 de-

notes the numeraire commodity. His equilibrium concept, the so-called Drèze equilibrium,

corresponds to an element q E C" such that 0" E ~(q) and q~ - z. The Drèze equilibrium

is therefore a constrained equilibrium without rationing on the market of the numeraire

commodity. By taking ~- z the previous paragraph shows that on the path generated

by the algorithm there is an approximate Drèze equilibrium. Another equilibrium concept

is given in van der Laan (1980). His equilibrium concept, the so-called supply constrained

equilibrium, corresponds to an element q E C" such that 0" E S(q) and max~E f„ q~ - 2. The

supply constrained equilibrium is therefore a constrained equilibrium without rationing on

the market oi at least one commodity, and without demand rationing on every market. We

claim that there is an approximate supply constrained equilibrium on the path generated

by the algorithm.

Consider a sequence of triangulations (T')rEN of C" with mesh size converging to

zero with piecewise linear approximation Z' with respect to Tr of ~ and the function f'

given in Theorem 3.8. Consider the set S-{q E C" ~ max~Er„ 4i - z}. The element

q E C" corresponds to a supply constrained equilibrium if q E S and 0" E~(q). Since fr

is a continuous function, fr(0) - 0" and f'(1) - 1", there exists a tr E[0,1] such that

j'(tr) E .S. Now define the sequence (qr)reN by qr - fr(t'). Without loss of generality it

can be assumed that q' ~ q. By Theorem 4.1 it holds that 0" E S(q). Obviously q E S.

For the rest of this section, consider the case where ~ satisfying Condition B is a

continuous function, denoted by z. Then there exists a function p: C" -~ Rt~ (not

necessarily continuous) satisfying pT (q) . z(q) - 0. We will now derive the accuracy of

solutions generated by the algorithm. Let E~ 0 be given and let 6 1 0 be such that

for q,q E Q, [~9 - 4[~0o G 6 implies ~~z(4) - z(9)[I~ G E. By the continuity of z and the
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compactness of C" such a 6 exists. Consider a triangulation T with mesh size less than or

equal to b and suppose q lies in the image set f ([0,1]) of the piecewise linear function f

given by Theorem 3.8. Then there exist numbers a; ? 0, Vj E I"}1i ~a; ~ 0, tlj E I", and

(i E R such that ~~}I a; - 1, q-~~}1 a;x~ for vertic~ x~ of a simplex in 7 containing

q, and for every j E In

Z~(q) - a-!~; if q; - 0,

Z;(q) -~ if 0 G q; G 1,

Z;(q) - a-~ {~; if q; - 1.

ClearlY II7(q) - z(q)II~ - I~ E~}i ai(z(x') - z(q))II~ S e. Hence Z(q) - el" c z(q) c
Z(q) f el". If for some j E I", q; - 0 then Q- p; - Z;(q) ~ 0, so ,l3 1~; 7 0. If for some

j E I", q;-1 then~fp;-Z;(q)GO,so(iG-p; C0.

Considcr Lhe casc wherc for sorne j E I", q; - 0, and for some j E I", q; - l. Then

Q- 0 and p; - 0, Hj E I" satisfying q; - 0 or q; - 1. So -el" C z(q) G E1". Moreover, if

q;-0thenOGz;(q)GE,andifq;-lthen-EGz;(q)C0.

Consider the case where for every j E I", 0 G q; G 1. So Z(q) -~31". Then

n "

~i~~ ~Pi(q) - IPT (q)Z(q)I - IPT(q)(Z(q) - z(q))I C E~P;(q).
;-t i-i

So IpI G e. Consequently (p - e)1" C z(q) G(~ ~- e)1" with I~I G e.

Next consider the case where for some j E In, q; - 1, and for every j E I", q; ~ 0.

Since (3 -F P; S 0 if q; - 1 it holds that Q C 0 and 0 G p; G-Q. Moreover,

0- PT(q)z(q) C(Q f E) ~ Pi(q),
iE{kEl"~O~qkU}

implies ,Q ~- E~ 0 and therefore -e C p G 0. Hence

,0-eczi(q)c0ifq;-1,

,(3-EGz;(q)G~i~EIfOGQjGI,

with-eL~3C0.
Finally, consider the case where for some j E I", q; - 0, and for every j E I", q; G 1.

Similarly as in the previous paragraph it can be shown that

OGz;(q)G(itEifq;-0,

~i - e G zi(q) G Q f E if 0 G q; G 1,

withoC~iCe.

All ca4es are summarize.d in Theorem 4.4.
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Theorem 4.4
Lel z: C" -~ R" 6e a function satisfying Conditíon B. Let e) 0 be given and choose

6~ 0 such that for all q,q E C", ~~9 - 4~~~ G 6 implies ~~z(q) - z(q)~~~ G e. Let 7 be

a trian,qulalion with mesh síze less than á and let q E J([0,1]) with f as in Theorem 3.8.

Then there is a Q E R satisfying -E C Ji c e, 0 L Q if qi - 0 for some j E 1, and ~ C 0

if q~ - 1 Jor some j E I", such that

oCzi(q)~Afeífq;-0.

l3-E~zi(9)Ci~-i-e ifOGq~ G 1,

Q-ECzi(4)COiÍ4i-1.

5 An Illustration of the Algorithm

In order to illuatrate the algorithm we give an example in this section of a correspondence ~

satisfying Condition B. The example will show some interesting features of the algorithm.

We choose the example such that it is possible to determine analytically all elements q E C"

satisfying ~(q) - 0", and therefore it is possible to compaze the set of approximate zero

points generated by the algorithm with the exact zero points. The correspondence ~ in

the example is the excess demand correspondence of an economy with price rigidities,

E-({X', } ', w'}~-1i P), where Xl - X~ - Rt, rr and }~ ca.n be represented by utility

functions defined by ul(xl,x~) -(xr)~ (xz)~, b~x E R~, and u~(x1ix2) -(xr)~ (x~)~, Hx E

R~, respectively, wl -(1, 4)T, w~ -(2,1)T, and P-{p E R~ ~ s C pl C 2, pz - 1}. The

rationing system (l, L) :-R} x R~ is defined by

li(q) - l~(q) --3rnin{1,3qr}, dq E C~,

(Z(q) - h(q) - -5min{1,3qZ}, tIq E C1,

L~(q) - Li(q) - 18min{1,3 - 3Q1}, t~q E C1,

L~(q) - Ls(q) - 5 min{ 1, 3- 3q~ }, tlq E C~.

The function p: CZ --~ R}} is defined by

1 11 5
P~(q) - max{fi,min{ 2qr - 3,2}}, Vq E C~,

P~(4) - 1, !Iq E C~.
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It can be easily derived that the excess demand function of consumer 1 is given by

(90qz, -15q1)T,
71 71 T

(4~-Z4) ~

(~~"lo,-15qz)T,
( sz-s a~,-az)r

132q, -40 ~ Z4 ~

(1~, -15qz)T,
(5 -5)T

~~ 9 ~

(54 - 54q,,1O8q, - 108)T,

OCq1G3,OGQzG~,
OGq1G3, ~GqzGl,

; ~ 91 S 3, 0 S 9z, 33q1 f 360Qz ~ 82,

3 ~ 41 5;, 9z S 1, 33Q1 f 360qz ~ 82,

3 ~ 91, 0 c qz c e, 36Q1 -F 5qz ~ 36,

3 C91Czis, sS9zC1,

sis C 9i C 1, qz G 1, 36q1 -F 5Qz ~ 36.

The excess demand function of consumer 2 is given by

(0,0)T,
(93-99g, :i.39, -I1 T
`~9,-20, q ) ,

z1(q) - (~q-1ó,15 - 15qz)T,
11 11 T

(-8~ 4) ~

('s~-'s 15 - 154z)T,

OG41S3,OC9zG1,

3S91L3, 0cqz, 33q1f60QzG71,

91 C 3, 9z 5 1, 33Q1 -F ó0qz ~ 71,
3Gq1G1,OGqzC~,

-

3G91 ~1, ~C9zC1.

Now the total excess demand correspondence, z: Cz -. Rz is given by the function
z- zl ~ zz. The zero points of z can easily be determined analytically. It can be verified
that the points

( ~ ) ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ( 410 ~ ~ ~ 4Y0 ~ ' ~ 8 ~ ' ~ ~68 ~ ' ~ 1 ~ '

and the convex combinations of any two subsequent points are all zero points of z. Next

we use the algorithm to compute approximate zero points of z. The triangulation used is

the K-triangulation, as proposed in Freudenthal (1942). Let r E N be given, then the

K-triangulation of the cube C" with grid size r-1 is the collection of all simplices o~~,,xl

with vertices x', ..., x"tl in C" such that each component of xl is a multiple of r-1, ~r -

(al, ..., a„) is a permutation of the elements of I,,, and for every j E I,,, xj}1 - x~ f r-lex~.

It can b~, shown that the K-Lriangulation of the unit cube indeed satisfies all the conditions

required for a Lriangulation. 'Ihe mesh size of the K-triangulation of C" with grid size

equal to r-1 is equal to fr-1. In Figure I the K-triangulation of Cz with grid size equal

to e is drawn. In this figure all adjacent complete 1-aimplices are drawn by thick lines.

The sequence of adjacent complete simplices ro, ..., rz1 corresponds to the one in Theorem

3.8. The piecewise linear path f([0,1]) of points generated by the algorithm ia given by

the points

( O ) ' ( 0 ~ ' ~ 120 ~ ' ~ 16 I ' ~ 548 ~ ' ~ ,39 ) ' ( ,~ )
, ~ 8 ~ , ~ s ~ , ~ 1 ~ ,
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and all convex combinations of subsequent points. In Figure II the solid line correaponds to

the approximate zero pointa, while the broken line corresponds to the set of zero points of z.

The algorithm starts with the so-complete simplex ro - {0"} in A(so), where so -(-~1, 0)T.

Notice that although ro is also (0,-1)T-complete, ro doea not lie in A((0,-1)T). The

simplex To is not s-complete for s-(0, -~1)T since As;o is not semi-lexicopositive, although

the system A~o,-11T,rox - 0, does have a solution satisfying xl 1 0, xz 1 0. In this way the

modified lexicographic pivot rules determine in a unique way the direction the algorithm

will follow. So the next vertex which is brought into the system is (0, e)T. R.emark that

the direction determined by the lexicographic pivot rules is orthogonal to the set of zero

points of z around 0". It can easily be verified that the 0-simplex r((0, 6)T) is not (-}-1, 0)T-
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Figure II
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complete. However, the 1-simplex Tl - T((0,0)T, (0, s)T) is (0,0)T-complete, and therefore

we are in Case I of Lemma 3.5. The simplex rx is the unique (0,0)T-complete fac.et of

the simplex o((0,0)T,(0,6)T,(e,s)T) in A((0,0)T) - C" which is not equal to T'. 'I'his

corresponds to Case 2 of Lemma 3.5.

From Figure II it can be seen that although the lexicographic pivot rules determine
an initial direction to leave To being orthogonal to the set of zero points of z around
0", the points on the piecewise linear path of approximate zero points generated by the
simplices T0, ...,TS are zero points of z. An interesting situation occurs at the simplex
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T14 - T((1- ?)T (?,?)T). For this simplex it holds that2' 3 ' 3 3

18 48 -48
143 143 143

1 175 -48 4S
A(O,0)T,r~~ - 143 143 l43

5 -7 -6
104 13 13

The vertex brought into the system is given by s3 -(3, e)T, with Z(x3) -(0, 0)T. So

y- A(olo)T ,,, (I' Z(x3)T)r -( i43' 143' ló4 )T. Now there occurs a degeneracy problem since

both yl and y2 are positive and equal to the corresponding element of the first column

oC Aó T r,,. However, since (A~"~o1T~'")~ is lexicograPhically greater than (A~o'o1T~'")~ , the( ~~) ~ Yl ys
vertex of T14 corresponding with column 2 of A(o,o)T,,~,, (3, 3)T, should be replaced by the

vertex (~, s)T, yielding the simplex T15. Moreover, it has to be remarked that using the

usual lexicographic pivoting rules would imply that the last column of A(o,o)T,,~. should

be replaced by the vertex (3, s)T. But then it is impossible to determirle a new simplex

being (0,0)T-complete. Another interesting case occurs at TZO. The 1-simplex TZO lies in

A((0, -1)T) and therefore (0, 0, -1)T is the new column brought into the system. We are in

Case 3 oí Lemma 3.6, where T21 is the unique (0, -1)T-complete facet of Tzo. The 0-simplex

T21 lies in A((-I, -1)T) and we are in Case 1 of Lemma 3.6. The algorithm now terminates

with the (0,-I)T-complete simplex {1"}. It is clear from Figure II that the approximate

zero points lying in the s-complete (t - 1)-simplices in A(s) for some sign vector s with

t- ~Io(s)~ are everywhere extremely close to the zero points of z themselves. It should

be remarked that this is caused by the fact that the function z given in the example has

such an easy structure. For more complicated correspondences a finer mesh size might be

needed to obtain the same accuracy.

The approximate supply constrained equilibrium, being the constrained equilibrium

without binding demand rationing and with at least one market without rationing, cor-

responds with qs -(z, 120)T and the total excess demand equals zero in this point,

z(qs) -(0, 0)T. If commodity 2 is assumed to be the numeraire commodity then the approx-

imate Drèze equilibrium, being also the constrained equilibrium without binding supply

rationing and with at least one market without rationing, corresponds with qo -(429, 2).
The total excess demand in this point is close to zero, z(qD) -(-0.0255, 0.0480)T.
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